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1 Introduction

This documents supports a post on thephysicsofspacex.wordpress.com discussing
whether or not the ITS could be used for sorties from one place to another once
on Mars. [1]

2 Trajectory Calculations

Figure 1: A suborbital ITS trip from one point on Mars to the other

2.1 Assumptions

We calculate the minimum ∆V (change in velocity) needed for a one-way and
two-way trip as shown in Figure 1. For this calculation, we assume:

• Instantaneous impulses - the maximum thrust of the engines is assumed
infinite (a corollary of this is no atmosphere losses).
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• No air resistance. This includes no drag on launch (a factor increasing
the required delta-v in reality), and no aerobraking (which decreases the
required delta-v in reality).

• We don’t get far enough from the surface for the dependence of local g on
altitude to be a consideration

• A trajectory designed entirely for minimum ∆V given the above three
assumptions.

• The Martian atmosphere is thin enough to essentially act as a vacuum,
getting the full 380s of specific impulse from the vacuum-optimised engines
(not used for delta-v calculations, but useful later when we calculate fuel
use).

• No fuel loss due to boiloff.

We will revisit the first three of these in a later section.

2.2 Equations of Motion

We want to calculate the radial and azimuthal components of initial velocity vr
and vφ to give us the total ∆V needed on launch. The same ∆V will be needed
on landing by symmetry (so two lots of this amount of ∆V will be needed for a
one-way trip, and four lots for a two-way trip with no refuelling).

In the radial direction:

s = ut+
1

2
at2

s = 0; a = −gmars +
v2φ
r

;u = vr

s vanishes because we start and end on the surface; the acceleration is mod-
ified by the centripetal acceleration as our azimuthal velocity brings us around
the planet. When a = 0 because vφ is large enough, this is the orbital velocity
- we are considering suborbital hops here, so gmars will be the larger.

vr =
1

2
(gmars −

v2φ
r

)t

t =
2vr

gmars −
v2φ
r

t =
2rvr

rgmars − v2φ

Now that we know the total trip time from a radial argument, we can also
find it from an azimuthal argument, and equate the two.
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s = ut+
1

2
at2

s = rθ; a = 0;u = vφ

In our model, there are no forces retarding the azimuthal motion - in practice,
only air resistance does this.

t =
rθ

vφ

Now we can equate the two travel times to get:

2rvr
rgmars − v2φ

=
rθ

vφ

vr =
rθ(rgmars − v2φ)

2rvφ

vr =
θ(rgmars − v2φ)

2vφ

We are trying to optimise total ∆V:

∆v2total = v2r + v2φ

∆v2total =
θ2(rgmars − v2φ)2

4v2φ
+ v2φ

We need to find what choice of vφ minimises the total velocity needed, and
it’s easier and just as correct to minimise the square of this quantity:

d∆v2total
dvφ

=
θ2

4

−4v3φ(rgmars − v2φ) − 2vφ(rgmars − v2φ)2

v4φ
+ 2vφ = 0

θ2

4

−4v3φrgmars + 4v5φ − 2vφ(rgmars)
2 + 4v3φrgmars − 2v5φ

v4φ
+ 2vφ = 0

θ2

4

2v5φ − 2vφ(rgmars)
2

v4φ
+ 2vφ = 0

θ2

4
(2vφ −

2(rgmars)
2

v3φ
) + 2vφ = 0

vφ(
θ2

4
+ 1) =

(rgmars)
2

v3φ
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v4φ =
(rgmars)

2

θ2

4 + 1

v2φ =
rgmars√
θ2

4 + 1

Now that we know what vphi is in the optimal case, we can find the total
∆v in this case, which is the figure of merit.

∆v2minimum =
θ2(rgmars − v2φ)2

4v2φ
+ v2φ

∆v2minimum =

θ2(rgmars − rgmars√
θ2

4 +1
)2

4 rgmars√
θ2

4 +1

+
rgmars√
θ2

4 + 1

∆vminimum =

√√√√√√θ2(rgmars − rgmars√
θ2

4 +1
)2

4 rgmars√
θ2

4 +1

+
rgmars√
θ2

4 + 1

This is an inelegant statement, but it should be a good first order estimate
of the total ∆v. Remember that this is just the launch ∆v, with the landing
∆v being equal to it, so that a one-way trip needs 2∆vminimum and a two-way
trip needs 4∆vminimum.

We used this formula to create a spreadsheet (referenced in the main post
at thephysicsofspacex.wordpress.com) giving 2∆vminimum and 4∆vminimum for
various Martian distances, and the corresponding fuel consumption (by solving
the rocket equation for minitial).

3 Assumptions revisited

On the second sheet of the aforementioned spreadsheet, we considered the effect
of making more realistic assumptions. Both instantaneous impulse and constant
g can be quickly considered in single calculations, while aerobraking requires a
more thorough analysis.

3.1 Instantaneous impulse

[1] gives many useful parameters for modelling the ITS. The vacuum thrust is
rated at 31 MN, which allows us to calculate burn time for a light ITS. If you
assume that most of the mass of the ITS will be the airframe (which is true for
short trips with low payload that need little fuel, as well as the later burns in a
trip of any length), you get:
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F = ma = m
∆v

∆t

∆t =
m∆v

F

m = 150000kg; ∆v = 3000m/s;F = 31000000N

∆t ≈ 14.5s

This is just a simple estimate for a long trip and a light ship, but already
we can see that this much less than the trip time, which is nearly an hour for
such a journey (see the first sheet of the aforementioned spreadsheet).

3.2 Constant g

g varies according to altitude according to:

g(r)

g(surface)
= (

rmars
rmars + h

)2

Where h is the height above the Martian surface. In the spreadsheet, we
find the highest altitude for any trajectory is about 760km, compared to the
radius of Mars, 3390km. This gives

g(r)

g(surface)
≈ 2

3

Not ideal, but good enough for our rough calculations. Remember that
most of the trajectories we calculate go lower this this, and even the one that
goes this high only reaches this height instantaneously - most of its travel is at
significantly lower altitudes.

3.3 Aerobraking

For this, we constructed a crude simulation of the trajectory of a flight from
one point on Mars to the opposite point on the surface (ie the longest possible
trajectory). We expect this to be the trajectory most influenced by aerobraking.

The simulation can be found on the second sheet of the spreadsheet - it
simply recalculates radial and azimuthal velocity at each timestep by considering
the effects of gravity, centripetal acceleration and drag (parameter estimates in
the spreadsheet) on the previous timestep.

It finds that, starting from 100km up (well above the Martian atmosphere for
these purposes) with 3km/s of speed, this decreases to 1.5km/s at the surface,
and to 2.5m/s 15 seconds (on a ballistic trajectory) above the surface (15 seconds
is the minimum time it takes the ITS to lose 3km/s, see section 3.1). In practice,
the true figure will be somewhere between these (or possibly higher), since you
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must fire the engines significantly above the ground to avoid hitting it. If the
true value is even 2km/s, this takes a one-way trip from 6km/s to 5km/s, and
a two-way trip from 12km/s to 10km/s. A benefit, to be sure, but not a game-
changing one, especially when you consider that most of the other things we
haven’t considered, like liftoff drag or gravity losses, tend to increase the overall
trip ∆v, compensating for the gains we made here.
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